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In this paper we continue our investigation of multiparameter spectral theory. 
Let Hr ,...) & be separable Hilbert spaces and H = Of_, H, be their tensor 
product. In each space H, we have densely defined self-adjoint operators T, 
and continuous Hermitian operators V,., . The multiparameter eigenvalue 
problem concerns eigenvalues A = (A, ,..., 
fi@...@fkeH such that T,f7+ xk 
A,) E Rk and eigenvectors f = 
,-1 A,V,.fT = 0. We develop a spectral 
theory for such systems leading to a Parseval equality and generalized eigen- 
vector expansion. The results are applied to a k x k system of linked second- 
order differential equations. 
1. IN~~DUCTI~N 
Recently, some attention has been given to the k x k multiparameter system 
of ordinary differential equations 
r = 1, 2,..., k, where h, are complex parameters and qr(xr), urx(x2.,) are real- 
valued continuous functions r, s = 1,2,..., k. Sturm-Liouville type boundary 
conditions are imposed so as to make the operators T,.: yr + (d2y,(x,)/dxr2) -I- 
qr(x,) y,.(~,.) self-adjoint. A definiteness condition is placed on the functions 
a,(~,); viz., det(a,,(x,)} > 0. 
In this setting, generalized eigenfunction expansions have been obtained for 
the case of each variable E, ranging through a finite interval and for the singular 
case of each x,. ranging through a halfline. For details of these results and a 
general overview of this theory, the reader may consult Atkinson [I, 21, Browne 
[3, 41, Faierman [7], and Sleeman [lO-141. 
Insofar as Sturm-Liouville theory can be successfully approached via the 
spectral theory of self-adjoint operators in Hilbert space, it has been our desire 
to develop a corresponding abstract theory encompassing these multiparameter 
problems. To this end, our first results will appear shortly in [5]. It is our 
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purpose here to take a second step and produce results more readily applicable 
to the differential equation problem. 
2. THE ABSTRACT FORMULATION 
Let HI , Hz ,..., Hk be separable Hilbert spaces and H = &, H, be their 
tensor product. In each space H,. we assume we have operators T, , V,, , 
s = 1, 2,..., K such that 
(i) the operators Vr,: H, - H, are Hermitian (i.e., self-adjoint and 
continuous), 
(ii) the operators T,: B(TT) C H, + H, are self-adjoint, 
(iii) for any choice off, E H, , fT # 0, r = 1,2 ,..., K, we have 
deW’TsfT ~fJJ > 0 (1) 
where (., .),. denotes the inner product in H, . 
Each of these operators induces an operator on the space H. The induced 
operators will be denoted by T.r+, V:, . For a decomposable tensor f = 
fi @ ... @ fk E H, Vzsf is defined by 
P ‘J’, is then extended to the whole space H by linearity and continuity. The 
definition of T,+ is achieved via its resolution of the identity. If T, = 
Jza h dW,(h) then we define T,+ = JYm h dW,,+(h). Full details of these con- 
structions may be found in PrugoveEki [8, pp. 302-3041. 
We denote by 9 the dense subspace of H given by 9 = &, ZB(T,.+). On C@ 
we define operators A,, , d, ,..., 4k by means of the formal determinantal 
expansion 
. . . 
&As= 
;: ;fl . . . ;t 
. ...” , 
.S=” 
T,; . ;il’ l.. v,++ 
where (Ye ,..., Q are arbitrary complex numbers. This method of defining 
operators on a tensor product space is by now a standard technique in multi- 
parameter theory. The reader may consult, for example, [2, pp. 97-1141. A,, 
may be extended to all of H and by virtue of our definiteness condition (1) we 
have (A,f, f) > 0 for all f E H. We assume that 
,,$$ (Aof, f) = P > 0, 
thus ensuring that Ai’: H -+ H exists as a bounded linear operator. 
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In the main we do not use the inner product (., .) in H generated by the inner 
products (., .),. in H, , but rather the inner product given by (d, ., .) which we 
denote by [., .I. The norms induced by these inner products are equivalent, 
so we may discuss topological concepts such as continuity of operators and 
convergence of sequences unambiguously without reference to a particular 
inner product. Algebraic concepts, however, may depend on the inner product. 
If A: 9(A) C H -+ H is a densely defined linear operator, we denote by A” 
the adjoint of A with respect to [., *I. The customary notation A* denotes the 
adjoint of A with respect to (., .). Further, for Y = 1, 2,..., K, rr denotes 
the operator d,‘A,: 9 C H + H. This notation follows our earlier work [5]. 
Finally, we assume that for any choice off’ E g(Z’,+), Y = l,..., K we can find 
g 1 4 ,g ,...,gk6 H such that 
T,.+f’ + i P$gs = 0, Y = 1, 2,. .., k. 
Y=l 
In a later paragraph we investigate an example of this abstract formulation. 
3. COMMUTING SELF-ADJOINT OPERATORS 
LEMMA 1. The operators I’,: 9 C H j H, s = 1, 2 ,..., k are [ ., .I-svmmetric. 
Proof. Since each of the operators T, , V,., is self-adjoint, so too are the 
induced operators TT+, VJS . Hence T,+, V& , d, are (., .)-symmetric on 9. Let 
f, g E 9; then 
[r.Tf, gl = (44’4f~ ‘d = (f, 4g) = (f> &c4d 
== (4lf, Gd = [f, rss1. 
We now introduce some terminology that is needed in subsequent lemmas. 
Let M, , Ma ,..., IIZk be bounded Bore1 subsets of R and put M = Ml x ... >’ 
Mk C Rk. Define W(M) = W,+(M,) ... W,+(M*) (recall that IV,(.) is the resolu- 
tion of the identity for T,) and consider the array of operators 
Tl+W,t(Ml) l;: ... l-lk 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (21 
Tk+Wk+(Mk) I$ ... V;k 
We may use this array to define operators d,(M), s = 0, I,.... k in like manner to 
the definition of d, above. The operators d,(M) are Hermitian and defined on 
the whole space H. Further, d,(M) = A, and for allfE 9 we have O,(M)f- .4,f 
as Jr--f Rk. The array (2) satisfies the conditions used in [5] and so, in particular, 
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we see from Theorem 1 of that reference that the operators F,(M) = d,‘A,(M) 
satisfy r,(M)* = r,(M), s = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
LEMMA 2. If g E H is such that lim,,,r I’,(M)g exists, then g E $B(r,#) 
and r,#g = limM,,k r,(M) g. 
Proof. Suppose lim MtRlr F,(M) g = g, . Then for any f E ~2, 
[f, go1 = $$L ~.9(M) gl = ~I&gc?(M)f~ El = F.9fs 4, 
showing that g E Q(r,#) and r,#g = g,, . 
LEMMA 3. Each of the operators r, has de$ciency indices (0, 0); that is, 
r,#g = ig, I’,ph = -ih imply g = h = 0. 
Proof. We first calculate an explicit expression for r,#. Let g E .9(I’,#); then 
[r,f,gl = [f, r,~~l for allf E.9, 
(hf, g) = (f, ws#g) for allf E 53. 
Now if f E H then W(M) f E 9 for any set M of the type mentioned above and 
d,W(M)f = d,(M) W(M)f. Thus 
(4(M) W(M)fi g) = (W(M)f, 4Js%) 
(f, W(M) 4M)g) = (f, W(M) &‘,#g) 
for allf E H, 
for allf E H; 
and so 
W(M) 4(M) g = WW) W-‘s% (3) 
Define operators A and B by 
A=(T,-iI)+*.*(T,-iI)+:a+H, 
B = (Tl - iI)-‘+ ... ( Tk - iI)-I+: H j 9. 
Then B is a bounded operator, AB = I on H, BA = I on 9, and A, B commute 
with W(M). 
Let g E B(r,+). Then 
Tl+ Ul;+(M,) V:, ... s” -.- V& 
B‘,$,,f)g = B(-1)” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . g 
T; W,+(M,) V;, -.- s^ --. V;, 
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where 4 indicates the omission of the column (V:,)~=:=, . Thus, 
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E (-1) 
W,t(M,) -t i( Tl - iZ)-‘+ W,+(M,) ( Tl - ;I)-‘+ k-;1 ... E ... 
(Tl - iZ)-‘+ V;, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . g 
W,+(M,) + i( T, - iZ)-lt W:(M,) ( Tk - iI)-‘+ Vi, ... j ... 
(Tk - iZ)-‘+ Vi, 
+ (-1) 
as M-R”. 
Z + i(T, - iZ)-I+ (Tl - ;I)-‘+ Vi, ... s^ ... 
(Tl - iZ)-‘+ b$ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . g 
Z + i( Tk - iZ)-l+ ( Tk - ;I)-‘+ Vi1 ... f ... 
(T, - iZ)-I+ Vii, 
We denote by A,, the cofactor of V:, in the expansion of A, . 
Each dOrs is a continuous linear self-adjoint operator defined on all of H. Then 
we have 
Z (Tl - iZ)-‘+ V:, ... f ... (Tl - ;I)-‘+ Vlk 
~+~kBAs(M)g = (-1)s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . g 
Z ( Tk - ;I)-‘+ V;, ... s^ ... ( Tk - iZ)-‘+ V,‘, 
z v;, ... s” ... v;k 
- iB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..a 
z vJ?l *.. s^ a.- v:, 
= - i (Tl - ;I)-l+ . . . r^ . . . (Tk - 
r=1 
g (4) 
- iZ)-l+ A,,,g - iB i A,,,?g. 
r=1 
The calculations here require the operator analogs of familiar operations with 
determinants-see [2, Theorem 6.4.1, p. 1061. 
Now since 1) W(M)II < 1 for all M and W(M) +I strongly as M j Rk, it 
follows that 
hm BA,(M) g = l& W(M) BALM) g 
M+Rk 
since B and W(M) commute, and using (3) we have 
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Thus from (4) we see that 
k k 
BA,,rssg = - C (T, - ;I)-l+ -a. i -.a (Tk - iI)-l+ A,,,g - iB c &.sg. 
1=1 9.4 
A simple argument now shows that every term of the first summation in the 
above expression is in 23 and accordingly we may apply the operator A 
throughout to obtain 
AJ,#g = - i (T, - iI)+ A,,,g - i i A,,,g 
?+l 7=1 
= - i T,t&sg, 
r=1 
and so 
r;g = -A;‘c T,+&sg- 
+=1 
(5) 
Further, our calculations show that 
Now 
g E W,+4,,,) - .$yR T,+W,+(JfJ Aowg = T,+4rsg. 
Suppose then that g E B(r,+) and r,#g = ih. Then using (5) we have 
i[g, gl = - i (T,+&,g, d 
Cd 
= - i lim (T,+W,.+(M,) Aorsg, g). 
7=1 Mr+R 
Finally, we note that the operators TT+W,.+(M,) and A,, commute and are 
Hermitian so that the quantities (T,tW,.+(M,.) Aorsg, g) are real. It follows that 
i[g, g] is real and hence g = 0. Similarly, if h E 9(J’,#) and r,% = -ih then 
h = 0. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
As an immediate consequence of this result, we see that each r, has a unique 
[., .I-self-adjoint extension (viz., its closure). We continue to use the notation 
r, to denote this closure so that we now have 9 C .9(r,) and r,+ = r, , 
s = 1, 2,..., k with r, given by expression (5). 
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Further, we have for f E 9 
r,f = -A;’ i T,tAorsf = -A,’ i AOrsT,.+f. 
r=l r=1 
The operator -A,’ CF=, A,,T,+ has domain ($=, 9(Trt) = 9. Thus, 
-A,’ f A,,,T,‘) 
r=1 
= - i A;lT,tA~,lA,,,sA&l 
r=l 
= -A;’ i Tr+AOrs . 
r=1 
Accordingly, we have 9(I’,) = & 93(T,+A,,,). 
LEMMA 4. ntl CB(T’,) = 53 and on 9 we have 
T,+f + i V;,Fsf = 0, r = 1) 2 ,..., k. 
S=l 
Proof. The inclusion $3 C n%, 9(I’,) is obvious. Let f E n:=, 9(I’,). Then 
i V;J,f = - i V;.qA,l i TDtA,,f 
S=l S=l g=1 
= -$nl f V;sA,l i T,tTVp+(M,) AOssf 
.9=1 p=1 
Noting again that the array (2) satisfies the conditions of [5] and appealing 
to the corollary to Theorem 2 of that reference we have 
T,.+W:(M)f + i V;~,‘A,(M) f = 0, Y = 1) 2 ,...) k. 
s=1 
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Hence 
f v:J,f = -$zk T,tW,t(M)f, Y = 1,2,..,K 
s=l 
showing that f E &, g( T,+) = .Q? and 
T:f + f V;‘,rsf = 0, Y = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
S=l 
The calculations used in the above proof also show that f~ O(r,) * 
limM,sr I’,(M) f exists and equals r,f. 
At this stage let us summarize these results in 
THEOREM 1. The operators I’, , s = 1, 2 ,.,., k are given by 
(i) g(I’,) = fi 9(T,td,,) = {f E H 1 lil& I’,(M) exists}, 
s=1 
(ii) for fE w,), 
r,f= -do1 i ~~~~~~~ = h,r,(aqf. 
7-l 
These operators are [., .I-self-adjoint and, further n”,,SB(I’J = 9 and for f e 52l 
T,tf+ f Vt.rsf = 0, Y = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
s-1 
Commutativity of unbounded self-adjoint operators is defined [8, p. 2611 
via commutativity of their spectral measures. Writing 
r, = IQ h dE,(h), s = 1, 2 ,..., k, 
--m 
our aim is to prove &(NI)r (NJ = E,.(Na) &(N,), r, s = 1, 2,..., k, for Nr , Na 
Bore1 subsets of R. Note here that E,( .) is an orthogonal projection with respect 
to [e, -1. Let Es,M(.) denote the resolution of the identity for the [., .I-self-adjoint 
operator r,(M). From [5] we claim that the operators r,(M) are pairwise com- 
mutative and thus 
Y, s = 1, 2 ,..., k 
for Nr , N, Bore1 subsets of R. We turn now to a theorem of Rellich given by 
Dunford and Schwartz as an exercise [6, Exercise 38, p. 12631, a proof of which 
may be found in [9, p. 3691. Let M + Rk through a sequence of bounded Bore1 
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sets and take any real number a which is not an eigenvalue of r, . Then from 
Rellich’s theorem we claim I&((-00, a)) + I?,((--CO, a)) strongly. Thus it 
follows that if a, b are not eigenvalues for any of the operators r, , we have 
r, s = 1) 2 ,..‘) k. 
From the fact that spectral projections are strongly right continuous we may 
conclude that 
KU- “0, al> M-~, 4) = JW-=~ d> U(--co, 41, r, s = 1, 2 ,..., k 
for any a, b E R. The extension to general Bore1 sets IV1 , Na C R follows from 
the strong a-additivity of the spectral measures. Accordingly, we claim 
THEOREM 2. The operators r, , s = I, 2,..., k are pairwise commutative. 
4. MULTIPARAMETER SPECTRAL THEORY 
We begin this paragraph with a result which is required subsequently. 
LEMMA 5. Let A,: Q(A,) C H, j H, , r = 1, 2 ,..., k be self-adjoint operators. 
Then 
iI Ker(A,t) = 6 Ker(A,). 
r=1 
Proof. Note that each Ker(A,) is a closed subspace of H, , and each Ker(A,+) 
is a closed subspace of H since the operators A, , A,+ are self-adjoint and thus, 
in particular, closed. The inclusion & Ker(A,) C /-$=r Ker(A,+) is obvious. 
If we write A, = s-“m A dP,(h) we must show 
h P;(O) H > 6 P7(0) H, . 
T==l 74 
Let H, have orthonormal basis eir, i = 1, 2 ,..., r = 1, 2 ,..., k. Let f = 
x aili,...i,e~, @ 0.. @ e:* E nF=, P7+(0) H. Then f = P,+(O) P,+(O) m.0 P,+(O). Thus 
we have 
f = C ailia...*k 1 .P(O)ef,@**.@P,(O)e~~E&JP,(O)H,. 
T=l 
This completes the proof. 
As in our earlier work [5], we now appeal to the theory of functions of several 
commuting self-adjoint operators. Full details are given by PrugoveEki [S, 
pp. 270-2851. 
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Recall that E,(.) denotes the resolution of the identity for r, , r = 1,2,..., K. 
If Mr , Ms ,..., M, are Bore1 subsets of R we define E(M, x *** x Mk) = 
E,(M,) E,(M,) ... E,(M,). Note that the projections E,(n) Y = 1,2,..., k com- 
mute. In this way we obtain a spectral measure E(s) defined on the Bore1 subsets 
of Rk and vanishing outside u-the Cartesian product of the spectra, a(r,), of 
Y = 1, 2,..., 
i-k, VA. 
k. We define this set Q C Rk to be the spectrum of the system 
If F(A) =F(/\, ,..., hk) is a Bore1 function defined on 0 we can define the 
operator F(r) = F(J’, ,..., J’,) by 
(ii) forf E D(F(r)) and arbitrary g E H, 
Pwf, gl = 1 w Lw)f, gl- a 
If F(A) is a bounded function, then g(F(F)) = H, whereas if P(A) is unbounded, 
F(r) is densely defined. As mentioned above, full details of these results may 
be found in [8]. 
An eigenvalue and eigenvector for the multiparameter array are defined (see, 
e.g., [2, 31) to be a K-tuple h = (A1 ,..., X,) of complex numbers and a decompo- 
sable tensor f = fi @ ... @ fk E H such that 
Y = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
If h is an eigenvalue, then the self-adjointness of the operators T, , V,, and 
the definiteness condition (1) force each h, to be real. 
THEOREM 3. If A E u is such that E((h)) # 0, then h is an ez&nvaZue. Con- 
versely, if h is an eigenvalue, then h E u and E(@}) # 0. 
Proof. Suppose h E a is such that E((X)) # 0 and let g E E({A)) H, g # 0. 
Then since the operators E,.({h,}) commute, we have E,({h}) g = g for each Y. 
From ordinary spectral theory we deduce that g E 9(P,) for each Y and Frg = 
h,g. Thus by Theorem 1 we have g E 99 and 
C+g + i W,‘,g = T,+g + i V:&g = 0, Y = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
s-1 a=1 
Hence 
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and so there must exist a nonzero decomposable lementf = fr @ -.. @ fk with 
f7 s W”J and 
T,f, + i U’mf, = ‘5 
S=l 
r = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
This shows that h is an eigenvalue. 
Conversely, if X = (A1 ,..., hk) is an eigenvalue with nonzero decomposable 
eigenvector f = fi @ ... @ fk E 9 we have 
T,.tf + f W&f = 0, r z= 1, 2,..., k; 
.%=I 
--d,f + &,A,f = 0, 
from which we can see that h E u and E({I\}) # 0. 
We come now to the form of the Parse& equality and generalized eigenvector 
expansion. The following result generalizes the Parseval equality and eigenvector 
expansion given by Atkinson [2, Theorems 7.9.2, p. 134 and 10.6.1, p. 1801 and 
Browne [5, Theorem 51. 
THEOREM 4. Let f E H. Then 
(9 If, f 1 = .L CWVf, f 1 = Jo UWVf, 4f 1, 
(ii) f = Jo -QQ)f, 
where this integral converges in the norm of H. 
Proof. For F(& ,..., A,) = 1 we have F(r, ,..., I’,) = I. Both results now 
follow from the theory of functions of several commuting self-adjoint operators 
referred to earlier. 
For h E Sk we define the operators S,(h): 9(T,) C H,. -+ H, by 
Sr(4 = T, + i &V,, , r = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
s=1 
THEOREM 5. (i) h E u if and onb if 0 is in the spectrum of each S,(h), 
(ii) h is an e&nvalue if and only $0 is an eigenvalue of each S,.(A). 
Proof. The proof parallels that of [5, Theorem 6(i), (ii)] and we omit the 
details. 
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5. OPERATORS WITH COMPACT RESOLVENT 
We now investigate the nature of the spectrum under the additional assump- 
tion that for each r = 1,2 ,..., k, T;‘: H, + H, exists as a compact operator. 
THEOREM 6. Under the above hypothesis, Q consists entirely of et&values 
U?ldO$tU. 
Proof. That 0 $ c is clear from the hypothesis and Theorem 5(i). Again 
from Theorem 5 we see that we must show that if 0 is in the spectrum of S,(A), 
then it is an eigenvalue of S,(h). Suppose then that 0 is in the spectrum of S,(l\) 
and select a sequence fT” E H, , JJf+” 1) = 1, n = 1,2,... so that 
k 
as n-+ co. 
Then 
k 
fr” + c &T?V,,f,” + 0, as n+ co. 
i-1 
The compactness of T;’ now implies that we may find an n-sequence so that 
T~‘v,.*f,.~ all converge and thus it follows that f+fi must converge to say f? as 
n -+ 03. This yields 1) f7 I[ = 1 and 
&T;‘Vwf, = 0, 
and hence, 0 is an eigenvalue of each S,.(X). 
If h is an eigenvalue, we define its multiplicity to be 
= fi dim Ker (T, + i &VT,) . 
T=l s=l 
THEOREM 7. Under the hypotheses of thir paragraph each eigenvalue has finite 
multiplicity. 
Proof. We prove dim Ker(T, + &, A,V,,) is finite for each r = 1,2 ,..., k. 
Ker(Z’,. + &, h,V,,) is a closed subspace of H, , so we may select an ortho- 
normal basis e7*, i = 1, 2,... for it. If this basis is infinite in number, the argu- 
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ment of the previous theorem shows that lim,+, eri exists, which is impossible 
and hence the result follows. 
THEOREM 8. Under the hypotheses of this paragraph, eigenvectors corre- 
sponding to different eigenvabs are [., *]-orthogonal. Further, the e&nvalares have 
no finite point of accumulation. 
Proof. Let /\, X’ be two distinct eigenvalues with corresponding eigenvectors 
f ==fi@...@fk, g=g,@...@g,. Then 
r = 1, 2 ,..,, k. 
Using the self-adjointness of T, and V,, , we have 
il (4 - A,‘) ( V,,fr , gr) = 0, r = 1, Z..., k 
and since X + h’ we obtain 
[f,gl = (4f, d = deV,,f, Ig,) = 0. 
Suppose h” = (AIn,..., hkn) is a sequence of distinct eigenvalues converging 
to A = (A1 ,..., &J. Let f n = fin @ ... @fkn be corresponding eigenvectors 
with [f al f”] = a,,.,,, . Again using the argument of the proof of Theorem 6 
we may find an n sequence through which f n ---f f say. Then, on the one hand, 
[f,fl = lim,+, [f n, f “] = 1, while on the other [f, f] = Em,,, lima,.+Jf n, f “1 
= 0. Thus, the eigenvalues have no finite point of accumulation. 
For an eigenvalue X we define its corresponding eigensubspace to be the sub- 
space of H given by 
E((X}) H = &) Ker 
r=1 
THEOREM 9. Under the hypotheses of this paragraph, each e@=nsubspace is 
$nite-dimen&maE and has a basis of [m, .I-orthomrma2 decomposable t nsors. 
Proof. That an eigensubspace is finite-dimensional is immediate from 
Theorem 7. Let h be an eigenvalue and put G,. = Ker(T, + xi=1 ;\,V,.,). Then 
each G, is a finite-dimensional subspace of H, . Let P,. be the projection of H, 
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onto G,. and consider the operators P,T,. , P7V,.S: G,. -+ G, . These operators 
are Hermitian in the space G, and the array 
PIT, PlVu ... PlVuc 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PkTk PkV,, ... PkVkk 
satisfies the conditions of [2, Sects. 7.4-7.61. (Note that in “Definiteness Con- 
dition II” of [2, p. 1211, we take p,, = 1, p1 = ... = pa = 0). Appealing then to 
[2, Theorem 7.6.21 our result is immediate. 
The upshot of the foregoing theorems is 
THEOREM 10. Let T;l: H, --f H, exist as a compact operator r = 1, 2,..., k. 
Then the spectrum (T of the system {T,. , V,,} consists entirely of eigenvalues having 
no jinite point of accumulation. If A”, m = 1, 2,... is an enumeration of the eigen- 
values repeated according to multiplicity, then there is a set of [., *I-orthonormal 
eigenvectors 
km=hIm@...@hkm 
such that for any f E H we have 
f = c [f, @I h”, 
m 
the series converging in the norm of H. 
We note that this theorem provides an alternative approach to the abstract 
problem considered in [3]. 
6. AN APPLICATION 
We return now the original system of differential equations from which we 
found the motivation for this stsudy. Here we consider the finite system of 
ordinary, second-order, linear self-adjoint differential equations in the k param- 
eters A1 ,..., A,: 
r = 1, 2,. .., k, 
a, < x, < b, , ars 6 CL, &I, qr E C[a, , hl, ars , qr real-valued and subject 
to the definiteness condition 
for det(a&)> > 0 
x = (Xl ,..., xk)EIk= k[a,,b,]. 
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An eigenvalue problem is formulated by asking for a solution h, ,..., hk and 
fi(xJ,...,fk(xn) of the above equations satisfying boundary conditions 
yl.(a,) cos ay - yr’(ar) sin c+ = 0, 0 d 01r < 57, 
~~(0 ~0s Br - ~~‘(0 sin A = 0, 0 < p, < 7-r. 
For the abstract approach to the problem we set H, =L’(a,. , 6,) (Lebesgue 
measure) and define rirs: H, - ff, by (L’dJ (4 = ~&J.f&J~ For the 
self-adjoint operators T, we take the Sturm-Liouville operators T,. = (d2/dx,“) -t 
qr(xr) subject to the above boundary conditions. It is no loss of generalitv to 
assume that 0 is in the resolvent set of each T, [see [3, Sect. 91). 
It is an easy task to show that our conditions of Section 2 are satisfied here. 
Accordingly, if we take L2( Xf=, [a I , b,]) with respect to the weight function 
det(Qx,)) we may claim that the eigenfunctions of this problem form a com- 
plete orthonormal basis for this space. This provides an alternative approach 
to the work of Faierman [7, Theorem 6. I] and the author [3, Sect. 91. 
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